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Appointed by Joseph A Curtatone, Mayor 
 
Date: Thursday, March 18, 2021 
Time: 6:30-8:00pm 
Location: Virtual Meeting using GoToMeeting: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/539724445 
Community Representatives:   
*Ted Alexander  
*Ginny Alverson – Vice Chair 
*Jessica Bellow 
*Laura Evans 
*Jessica Ferguson 
Rauvin Johl 
*Paola Massoli 
Audrey Orenstein – Secretary  

*Vitor Pamplona 
*Zach Rosenberg – Chair  
*Julia Toof 
Emily Vides 

Ex-Officio: 
*Katjana Ballantyne, City Council 
*Alexandra Kleyman, Mobility Division, OSPCD 
*Justin Schreiber, Mobility Division, OSPCD

 
*=present 

Guests: 
Adam Polinski – City of Somerville, Mobility Division 
Brad Rawson – City of Somerville, Mobility Division 
Austin Brower  
Tim Dineen  
Jay Flynn 
Stephanie Galaitsi 
Ian  
Jarred Johnson 
Tom Lamar – Bicycle Advisory Committee  
Catherine MacLean – Somerville resident, volunteer with Transit Matters 
Karen Molloy – member of Somerville Transportation Equity Partnership and Somerville Alliance for Safe 
Streets (SASS) 
Ellin Reisner 
George Schneeloch – Somerville Bike Safety 
Arah Shuur – Somerville Bike Safety and SASS 
 
Acting Secretary: Ted Alexander 
 
Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020 Order suspending certain provisions of the Open Meeting 
Law, G.L. C. 30A, s. 18, and the Governor’s March 15, 2020 Order imposing strict limitations on the 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/539724445
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number of people that may gather in one place, as well as Mayor Curtatone’s Declaration of Emergency, 
dated March 15, 2020, this meeting of the PTAC was conducted via remote participation.  

Call to order:  6:34  PM 

Approval of February 2021 meeting minutes: 

1. Ted moved to approve the minutes of the February meeting, Jessica Ferguson seconded, and 
the committee approved the minutes by a majority vote. 

 
Reminders on Bylaw Review, Annual Report for next meeting 

1. Zach reminded committee members to review proposals for amending the PTAC bylaws before 
the April meeting and be prepared to vote on the proposed amendments. Ted proposed adding 
to the bylaws a process for PTAC to research specific topics and make formal resolutions, and 
Audrey proposed various amendments to the bylaws. Zach sent Ted’s proposal to the PTAC 
email list, and will do the same with Audrey’s before the April meeting.  

2. Officers are working on drafting the annual report, with submissions from the subcommittees. 
The draft should be ready for committee members’ review in April. 

 
Subcommittee and officer updates 

1. Policy and Enforcement (Jessica Bellow, Ted Alexander). The subcommittee discussed the 
proposal to amend bylaws to allow PTAC to make resolutions, which would involve more 
detailed research by individual PTAC members on specific topics, and also discussed potential 
topics for a resolution, including sidewalk snow clearance and topics related to enforcement of 
traffic laws.   

2. Engineering (Paola). The subcommittee worked on its section of the PTAC annual report, and the 
draft is now circulating for additional comment from subcommittee members.  

3. Education and Outreach (Zach). No subcommittee meeting this month. Audrey worked with 
Mobility Division staff on Somerville’s Vision Zero report. Zach has been managing PTAC’s 
Twitter account.  

4. Chair (Zach). Zach met with Somerville Bicycle Committee members and staff from the 
Department of Public Works (DPW) and the Mobility Division on February 24 to discuss sidewalk 
snow clearing. Zach sent notes from the meeting to the PTAC email list. One key point is that 
sidewalks that are not shoveled are the responsibility of the Inspectional Services 
Department (ISD). Zach will request a meeting with ISD to ask about enforcement and 
about whether they contact DPW to have them clear uncleared sidewalks. Ginny 
pointed out that plowing snow into curb cuts is a serious hazard for anyone using a 
wheelchair or anyone trying to cross the street. Zach said that DPW told him that they 
try not to block curb cuts, but that but once snow is pushed into the curb cut, it is legally 
the obligation of the property owner. Zach also plans to meet with Adam Polinski to 
discuss transit signal priority on March 22.  

Future Guest Speakers 
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Transit Matters is interested in talking to PTAC about their Mobility Hubs initiative – this is planned for 
the April 2021 PTAC meeting. In addition, Jessica Bellow put together a list of potential guest speakers 
(included in meeting slides), and is interested in suggestions from committee members about who they 
would like to hear from at future meetings. Ali Kleyman suggested two guest speakers: Melissa Dullea, 
Senior Director of Service Planning at the MBTA, and a Somerville resident; and Brian Postlewaite, 
Assistant Director of Engineering, City of Somerville, Department of Infrastructure and Asset 
Management (IAM).  

SASS presentation  

Ginny updated the committee on the SASS summit on February 28.  This was a very good presentation 
about street safety in Somerville that addressed issues including signage and how to make it safer for 
the disabled community. Speakers at the summit discussed the danger that flashing safety lights can 
cause for people with light sensitivity, along with issues including sign placement, height, and the need 
to make sure that people really know when it is safe to cross streets. Ginny stated that many groups are 
hoping that cars will disappear, but that’s not going to happen, and we need to work to make streets 
with cars safer for pedestrians. She encouraged PTAC to work with SASS.  

Annual Officer Elections Intro 

Zach will send out the descriptions of officer roles so that PTAC members can consider whether they 
would like to run in the upcoming elections, which will be held at the May PTAC meeting.  

City Update  

1. Mid-year Budget Request Update (Justin) (Slide 3) 

a. The City Council approved the Mayor’s budget request for additional funding for the 
Mobility Division. This will include two new senior planners and an outreach 
coordinator, as well as funds for planning for bus and bike networks and managing 
mobility for city and school employees (transportation demand management). 
Additionally, consultants from the National Association of City Transportation Officials 
(NACTO) will help with planning around how the Mobility Division is organized. The 
planning funds are for fiscal year 2021 and are to be expended by the end of the fiscal 
year in June 2021. 

2. Project Evaluation / Post Treatment Discussion (Justin) (Slide 4) 

a. Justin explained that the city is working on standardizing the process of evaluating 
projects after they are completed. The extent and methods of evaluation depend on the 
type of the project.  

b. Traffic counts, turning movement counts, and bike and pedestrian counts are key data 
sources the city reviews for most projects.  

c. Other sources and types of analyses are listed on the slide.  
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d. One of these that is particularly useful, though expensive, is anonymized cell phone 
location data. This is the source of the city’s information on the amount of traffic that 
passes through Somerville without stopping at a destination within the city.  

e. Air quality data has also been useful and interesting, especially to show the effects of 
reduced traffic during the COVID-19 pandemic on air quality.  

3. Bus Network Planning (Brad) (Slides 5-13) 

a. Brad presented on the MBTA’s plans to redesign the bus network. The MBTA will reach 
decision points at the end of calendar year 2021, so the city needs to get input soon to 
be able to advocate for the needs of Somerville residents with the MBTA.  

b. This presentation is for the of providing background information and capacity building 
for PTAC and others in attendance. There are opportunities to serve Somerville better, 
particularly by providing north-south bus connections, such as a one -seat ride from 
Winter Hill to Union Square. 

c. The first slide shows a plan from 2010 that identifies potential streets for north-south 
service, and a more detailed map of the area from 2015.  

d. The second slide shows examples of transportation action plans from Everett and 
Cambridge. These plans were developed under the leadership of Jay Monty (Everett) 
and Tegin Teich (Cambridge). Somerville has not developed such a plan but intends to 
do so, following these good examples. It is important to take a regional perspective.  

e. The third slide shows planning associated with the permitting of the casino in Everett, 
focused on the Sullivan square area. Everett, Boston, and Somerville worked with 
regional partners including the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office on this effort, 
which involved state-of-the-art modeling of parking and showed the importance of 
restricting parking in addition to building transit capacity. This effort showed the 
importance of focused and integrated land use planning. 

f. The fourth slide shows two resources from the MBTA. Brad recommends that PTAC 
members and other interested residents read these:  

i. MBTA Focus 40 report  

ii. Better Bus Project Near-Term Changes Report (May 2019)  

g. The fifth slide describes the first step in the bus network planning. Phase 1 of the 
MBTA’s effort (Better Bus Project) started with revenue-neutral scenarios. This means 
not adding transit service or trips, but changing existing service based on demographics 
and needs of residents. The example on this slide was generated by Somerville staff, and 
the MBTA accepted and implemented it: Route 90 was shortened after the Assembly 
Orange Line station was built. This allowed for more frequent trips on the 90 with the  
same numbers of buses and drivers. 

https://www.mbtafocus40.com/focus40theplan
https://cdn.mbta.com/sites/default/files/projects/betterbus/documents/2019-05-betterbus-near-term-changes-report-accessible.pdf
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h. The sixth slide shows the MBTA’s focus on high-priority corridors in its current planning. 
MBTA has national experts working on this effort. In Somerville, the Broadway corridor 
is one of the high-priority corridors. Planning also needs to include desire lines where 
future service should go, including Sullivan to Lechmere and other north-south routes 
through Somerville.  

i. The seventh slide shows how the MBTA has been working with cities. Cities have the 
power to free the bus by changing traffic patterns, and the MBTA is eager to work with 
cities to encourage this, as Everett and Somerville have done. Somerville’s Broadway 
corridor was slated to be one of 5 demonstration projects in late 2019 – about $1 
million of funding was planned, but this was cancelled after the COVID-19 pandemic.  

j. The eighth slide shows the Mayor’s letter opposing the MBTA’s plan to cancel Routes 80 
and 88 on the grounds that Green Line would replace them. Elimination of those routes 
has been put off for now, but the city needs strong advocacy from the community to 
keep this proposal from coming back. The Green Line Extension will not replace the 
routes. For example, it will not provide service between Clarendon Hill and Somerville 
High School.  

k. As shown on the ninth slide, this spring the Mobility Division will be engaging 
consultants, going out to work with Livable Streets to walk blocks to get community 
input. This effort needs to be connected with regional advocacy for mass transit. 
Mobility would like to follow up with PTAC about bus network redesign this spring.  

 

4. Holland/College Update (Justin) (Slide 14) 

a. Bidding has ended for this project, and the bids are up for evaluation by IAM 
Engineering. See slide for details.  

b. Justin noted that the city included pedestrian improvements beyond what is typical for 
this type of project.   

5. Powder House Circle (Adam) (Slide 15) 

a. Adam reminded PTAC members that this is a project that was discussed at the first or 
second meeting of PTAC, before the COVD-19 pandemic. The project was deferred 
because of COVID, but the Mobility staff are excited to come back to it now.  

b. As shown on the slide, there will be one lane around the circle, one lane at each 
entry/exit. Traffic signals will be turned off, giving this space back to pedestrians. It will 
also include continuous protected bike facilities.   

c. The city is hoping to start work this summer.  

d. One of the most challenging aspects will be the actual layout of the circle and the traffic 
lanes – this is easy to show in drafting software but challenging in practice.  
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e. Zach asked how far up College Avenue is included in the scope of the project. Justin said 
that it just goes up to the stop line. Mobility will be working to coordinate the Holland 
and College and Powder House Circle projects. 

6. Powder House Boulevard at Route 16 (Ali) (Slide 16) 

a. Ali explained that comments at the public meeting and those received through the 
survey on Somervoice were mostly in favor of the signalized T concept. The Mobility 
Division is advancing that concept toward 25 percent design. Residents also said that 
they want to decrease the cross section of Alewife Brook Parkway, and Mobility worked 
with the state to make that possible, to create a pinch point.  

b. The project will also include raised bike lanes up to North Street and improved 
sidewalks. New green space will be created in front of the houses. The slide shows a 
conceptual design. There should be another update in the summer when the project is 
at 25 percent design. Construction would probably happen in 2022-2023. 

7. IAM Social Media 

a. Justin announced that the city’s Department of Infrastructure and Asset Management is 
now on Twitter (@SomervilleInfr1).  

8. Pearl St Resurfacing (Adam) (Slides 18-28) 

a. Adam introduced the Pearl Street project and explained that the city is catching up on a 
backlog of projects deferred because of COVID. Pearl Street is next after Holland and 
College.  

b. Adam explained that the project will involve reconstructing all sidewalks from Mt. 
Vernon St. to McGrath, ensuring ADA compliance, then repaving the street. This type of 
project has traditionally been considered a maintenance project, done by the 
Engineering division. However, with Brad as its director, the Mobility Division has gotten 
better at coordinating with and pushing our interdepartmental partners on projects like 
this. Mobility was somewhat involved in the Medford Street project and very involved in 
Holland and College, and will bring that same approach to Pearl Street. There will be a 
short but effective community process to talk about traffic calming and pedestrian 
safety improvements.   

c. The city is also working with Eversource and the water main project to make sure that 
work could be done before this construction instead of having to tear up new asphalt.  

d. The curb ramp inventory (slide 20) will be taken into account to make sure landings are 
level and slopes are correct. The project will improve all of the curb ramps, not just to 
meet ADA requirements, but to make them better.  

e. Jessica Bellow asked about the legend on slide 20: what is the difference between 
Excellent, Fair and Poor conditions for curb ramps? Adam will ask Brian Postlewaite in 
Engineering about this.  
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f. Slide 21 shows the use of Coord software to do a curb use inventory. This was valuable 
in the Western Washington Street project; it helped convince residents that parking 
could be taken away without negative impact. 

g. Slide 22 shows the neighborhood context, including the East Somerville Community 
School, commercial properties, a daycare, Symphony Park, and Bryant Manor 
(Somerville Housing Authority).  

h. Slide 23 shows the actual conditions, including stop signs, traffic lights, parking etc. Part 
of Pearl Street functions as a yield street (not enough room for cars going in opposite 
directions to pass easily, so drivers have to yield).   

i. The next three slides show proposed conditions. Option A (slide 24) includes protected 
bicycle lanes on the section from McGrath to Cross, with parking removed. Option B 
(slide 25) has a bicycle lane on one side, and Option C (slide 26) has no bicycle lanes. 
None of the options include bike lanes east of Cross, because of low traffic volume. All 
three options include traffic calming, including potentially speed tables, chicanes, and 
raised crosswalks. Median islands may not be possible here.  

j. Mobility has not yet discussed changes to curb regulations, such as 2-hour vs metered 
parking, loading zones etc.  

k. PTAC members and guests had the following questions and comments on the Pearl 
Street project: 

i. Jessica Bellow and Paola Massoli asked about daylighting intersections – how to 
ensure that cars do not park close to the intersections, blocking visibility.  

ii. Reply from Adam: cars park too close to the intersection all across Somerville. It 
is not realistic to do something about this everywhere in the city, but we can 
focus on specific locations that are problematic and could add signage as part of 
this project.   

iii. Paola and Julia said that signage is not going to be enough – physical barriers 
are needed to solve this problem. Julia mentioned that the intersection of Cross 
and Pearl is very dangerous, and that she was almost hit by a car there while 
pushing a stroller by a car running a red light who could not see her. Julia also 
mentioned that there is an unfenced playground and another daycare on Pearl 
Street that was not identified on the slide.   

iv. Tim Dineen (guest) commented that cars often park in the bus stop on Pearl at 
Cross. He suggested asking the MBTA to move the bus stop a little further down 
the street so cars could park there and leave room for the bus.  

v. Paola asked that the city consider eliminating more parking. If there is a concern 
about car access to the school, that should not be an issue. Almost everyone 
walks to the East Somerville School, and there is a parking lot behind the school 
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that is always empty. Julia said that students at the school are eligible for busing 
because there is an English Language Learners program.  

vi. Reply from Adam: The school department is concerned about the drop-off issue, 
but we will mention these comments.  

l. Additional comments from the GoToMeeting chat: 

i. Paola Massoli (to Everyone): 7:42 PM: As Pearl Street resident, I strongly 
advocate for removing one lane of parking 

ii. Tom Lamar (to Everyone): 7:42 PM: As a Cross St resident, ^ sounds good to me 

iii. Julia Toof (to Everyone): 7:43 PM: I also think Pearl Street desperately needs 
traffic calming. It is a huge cut-through and borders or is a block away from 3 
schools, multiple daycares, senior housing... 

iv. Paola Massoli (to Everyone): 7:45 PM: With two lanes of parked cars (mostly 
massive pickup trucks) there is no room for two cars to go by - it becomes a one 
lane street, effectively. And bikes get squeezed onto sidewalks, whch leave no 
room for pedestrians 

v. Julia Toof (to Everyone): 7:46 PM: There is also no stop sign or light for at least 3 
intersections, just crosswalks, so people go surprisingly fast. 

vi. Tom Lamar (to Everyone): 7:46 PM: I'd love to see cut-through traffic 
eliminated, by making a brief section one-way or dead end for cars, but letting 
people still walk and bike through 

vii. Paola Massoli (to Everyone): 7:52 PM: To mobility Team: can you find a way to 
prevent people to park right by the road crossings? The buses coming from 
Cross Street and turning into Pearl get stuck often at Cross and Pearl because of 
parked cars 

viii. Ian (to Everyone): 7:55 PM: Or the cars creep into cross walks :( 

ix. Tom Lamar (to Everyone): 7:56 PM: If eastern pearl st is a shared lane, I could 
see that working - but only if they have really significant traffic calming, and 
hopefully prevent through traffic. Or maybe add advisory bike lanes so that it's 
only one lane wide for cars, even if it's still two-way 

x. Jarred Johnson (to Everyone): 7:57 PM: Could planters or other tactical 
elements balance the budget with a physical barrier 

xi. Jarred Johnson (to Everyone): 7:57 PM: *large planters 

xii. Vitor Pamplona, PTAC (to Everyone): 7:58 PM: Can we plan school drop offs by 
car and by bike? It feels like they could take different routes to make it safer for 
everyone. 
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xiii. Jessica Bellow (to Everyone): 7:58 PM: Here's a BTD detail for daylighting at 
intersections: 

xiv. <https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/file/2020/01/A715_Daylighting%2
0without%20Existing%20Stop%20Bar-A715.pdf> 

xv. Jessica Ferguson (she/her) (to Everyone): 7:58 PM: Yeah, parking too close to 
corners is a serious problem throughout the city. This also came up in our 
discussion of how the shared streets program went. 

xvi. Julia Toof (to Everyone): 7:59 PM: I do school drop off by foot - at the Capuano, 
many kids arrive by small "school bus" because they have IEP's, so car drop off is 
not as much of an issue. 

xvii. Vitor Pamplona, PTAC (to Everyone): 7:59 PM: Bikes and Small Buses, then :) 

xviii. Ellin Reisner (to Everyone): 8:01 PM: Is it possible to restrict large trucks from 
Pearl St., Myrtle St, and Mt. Vernon St. Sometimes semi trucks are on these 
streets and they often hit the street trees. The trucks are also dangerous for 
pedestrians and bicyclists 

xix. Ian (to Everyone): 8:01 PM: Somewhat aside do bike racks work in place of flex 
posts or planters to protect a crosswalk? 

xx. Ian (to Everyone): 8:01 PM: Or are they too vision obscuring? 

xxi. Paola Massoli (to Everyone): 8:02 PM: The refuse trucks use Pearl Street as main 
route to their depot, all week long. It is a diesel truck hellscape between 2 and 
3pm 

m. Adam described next steps for the project: launch a Somervoice page to solicit input 
from residents, talk to MBTA and School Department, schedule community meeting in 
the next week or so. Construction is to begin later this summer or early fall, to wrap up 
early in 2022.  

n. Brad added that City Councilor Matt McLaughlin has been very supportive of the project 
and encouraged residents to talk to him as their Councilor. This project will have a 
compressed community process, so it is important to get everyone pushing in the same 
direction. 

 

9. Other Construction Updates (Justin) (Slide 29) 

a. Lower Medford Street. Final paving will take place in mid to late April, with pavement 
markings to be added after pavement cures. This project took away parking for 
protected bike lanes. 

b. Somerville Avenue. Construction is ongoing.  
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c. Central Hill. The playground should be completed in Fall 2021. The construction of the 
park and the streetscape on Highland Avenue is on hold.  

 

Meeting ended:  8:07 PM 

 

 

 


